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Abstract 
 
Organizing in groups does not represent an objective definition, but rather a way to better understand the meaning of 
plurality. At the same time modern technologies modify perceptive and cognitive transformation. This research shows that 
on-line groups develop objective dynamics in face-to-face groups; it evaluates the quality of the University student services 
and studies the dynamics of the creation of face-to-face and on-line groups. 
Students were divided into experimental on-line (forum, chat, newsgroup) and face-to-face encounters (seminars, 
laboratories). The two level analyses show the defence mechanisms, the lack of socialization attitudes and the tolerance of 
differences that characterized on-line groups. The new technologies open new horizons and cognitive functions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Internet users are currently accounting for 24,7% of the global population. From 2000 on, this 
figure has grown by 362,3% (www.internetworldstats.com, 2009) , following a progressive 
reinforcement in the relationship between information technologies and traditional processes of 
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communication (see Tab.1, Fig.1). Communication through computers travels in a parallel dimension 
to that of the traditional interactive face-to-face processes. 
 

Table 1 World Internet Usage and Population Status 

                                                                                                                    

WORD INTERNET USAGE AND POPULATION STATISTICS 

Word region Population  (2009 
Est.) 

Internet users 
Dec. 31, 2000 

Internet Users 
Latest Data 

Penetration       (% 
Population) 

Growth 2000-2009 Users %    
of Table 

Africa 991.002.342 4.514.400 67.371.700 6.80% 1.39% 3.90% 

Asia 3.808.070.503 114.304.000 738.257.230 19.40% 545.90% 42.60% 

Europe 803.850.858 105.096.093 418.029.796 52.00% 297.80% 24.10% 

Middle East 202.687.005 3.284.800 57.425.046 28.30% 1.648.2% 3.30% 

North America 340.831.831 108.096.800 252.980.000 74.20% 134.00% 14.60% 

Latin 
America/Caribbean 

586.662.468 18.068.919 179.031.479 30.50% 890.80% 10.30% 

Oceania/Australia 34.700.201 7.620.480 20.970.490 60.40% 175.20% 1.20% 

World Total 6.767.805.208 360.985.492 1.733.933.741 25.60% 380.30% 100.00% 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. World Internet users by World Regions 
 

When people use internet to communicate or create relations with others, they are able to satisfy 
the same important personal and social needs that generally are welcomed through traditional 
relationships: among these, for example, one can find the need to belong to a group. Belonging to a 
group, in fact, does not simply mean finding oneself at the same point of encounter: Turner (1982) 
believed that defining oneself as a part of a group is sufficient for determining ones unique 
existence. Social groups, in fact, do not represent an objective condition of socialization but rather 
an idea of social plurality; therefore the behaviour of a person in a group derives from a synergy 
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between its representation as a plurality and the two principle dimensions of identity: individual and 
social. 

The group is a very important part of human existence, since it represents the privileged context 
in which individuals grow, work, play and build their identities. Clearly the functional processes that 
distinguish the type of groups vary with the varying of the number of components. The behaviour of 
each component varies according to the functional dynamics of the entire group. 

Lewin (1951) defined human behaviour as a dynamic process determined by the interaction of 
forces present in the psychological context, created by people and the environment; the following 
function illustrates its characteristics:  

B = f (E, P) 

where B is individual behaviour, E the Environment and P the Person. This formula can be 
extended to group behaviour: from the interaction between psychological areas of individuals who 
belong to the same life environment, one will obtain a unique social reference point whose 
dynamics derive from the interaction of the totality of groups and the external environment. 

The group (and its behaviour) represents a dynamic totality whose endogenous and exterior 
factors appear to be tied to each other. This connection forms an organic system where everything 
intersects and refers uniquely to itself showing organization or structure according to a specific 
modality both consciously and unconsciously but no less important in a group level exchange. 

With the classical definition a group is something different from the sum of its members: it has its 
own structure, its own particular goals and its own relations with the other groups. What makes the 
essence of a group is not the resemblance or non resemblance found among the members of a 
group, but the interdependence among its own members  

Lewin (1951) points out that the group recognizes itself on the basis of the principle of 
interdependence and that therefore finishes with perceiving a certain group identity that gives 
meaning to the life of the group and reflects a subjective involvement which helps form one's 
personality. 

The group can be assimilated to a system made up by inter agent and interdependent units that 
form a greater integrated and complex unit. 

An important aspect in defining groups regards the difficulty in distinguishing theoretically 
between small and large groups Asch (1952 [Asch, 1974, p. 281]) for example stated that the term 
group is very general and refers to fundamentally different relations among things and facts, since 
the references to which the word group associates itself are very different. 

Tajifel (1976, p. 22) in agreeing with the fact that the term group was too vague, wanted to 
distinguish between the social group and the small face-to-face groups. In the first case the author 
says that the social group is a cognitive entity full of meaning  for people who belong to  that group, 
while in the second case the reference is the face to face relation among a certain number of 
individuals. 
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Cooley (1909) distinguished, at the beginning of the foundation process of Social Psychology, 
between primary and secondary groups. The primary group, according to the author, is 
characterized by a relation of face to face cooperation, by personal ties between its members, by an 
atmosphere of warmth and intimacy, and by the sharing of mutual goals. Instead in the secondary 
groups the members interact on a less intimate level respect to the primary groups. The secondary 
group is based on the sharing of interests and on carrying out activities; they are at the base of 
fundamental relations for the building of an identity. 

From a sociological point of view Durkheim identified in the social group an alternative to the 
hypertrophic state, which implies the control  of a society composed by an infinite number of 
disorganized members. People who realize to have common interests unite, according to the author, 
not only to support and defend their interests but also to share a common feeling, to become as one 
from a multitude that they were, that is to lead as one the same moral life. Durkheim ( 1893 
[Durkheim, 1971, p.33]) We have to differentiate the macro and micro social meaning of the groups. 
From a sociological point of view, the concept of a group refers to extended social group, that is an 
entity with a non defined amplitude: it complies social action and membership of the single 
individual, since it is the condition for the social life of the members. This definition allows us to use 
the group in order to read the society and to understand the dynamics and the types of relations 
that characterize it. 

According to Luhmann (1984-2003) the base for the functioning of any social system is the 
communication between its fundamental elements. Society is the product of infinite possibilities of 
colleration between system and its environment; these correlations structure themselves from the 
shape of their own interaction. The centrality of communication in the construction of social systems 
is due to the enormous value that recent-modern society assign to in technological communication, 
since it permits the transmission of information immediately erasing any space temporal limit. 
Giddens (1994) coined the term “disembedding” to identify these conditions that take place in 
context of distance and contemporary time, wanting to emphasize “the creation of social relations in 
local interaction contacts and their transformation through an undefined time-space perspective. 
The uprooting of this process “creates a new kind of community with no relation to place or physical 
presence between people: disembedding, that is a phase in which social relations are brought out of 
local context of interaction and restructured on indefinite time-space dimensions”. “Thanks to the 
new interactive and multimedia platforms of the computer network, the glocal dimension is that 
realized in real time by individual users, freed from cultural and historical group identity. The 
languages of the computer network are working continually on connective strategies between 
diverse, cultural, social, identifiable territories that first, at the beginning of the industrial revolution, 
were geographically defined within precise geopolitical confines (Abruzzese 2003).     

With the advent of communication technology, great changes in society have occurred from a 
condition of solidity (characterized  by institutional stability in which space and territorial distance 
play an important role in managing reality concepts) to a liquid condition where changes are 
immediate and dictated by the velocity in which the information is contained: in this context, spatial 
barriers are eliminated and the possibilities of dominion are closely tied to the velocity of 
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communication in transmission of information (Baumann, 2002). The processes of interaction in a 
micro-social context have a fundamental role in structuring society and are the fundamental 
elements for the definition of group: the study of group dynamics through computer technology is 
absolutely essential for the comprehension of the flexibility of structural mechanism typical of 
contemporary reality (Federici, 2003). The ICT (Information and Communication Technology) is 
technology applied to information and communication and it is one of the inventions that in the last 
decades has revolutionized not only the communicational and informative processes but the 
educational ones as well. Through the application of this technology to training it is possible to 
stimulate the cognitive elaboration (processes of acquisition, processing and consolidation of 
knowledge), stimulate meta-communicative skills and stimulate planning skills through the mental 
anticipation of the events. 

The structure of virtual groups is equivalent to that of face-to-face groups: in both cases one can 
define norms, roles, status processes of cohesion and feelings of group identity (Ruggieri & Pace 
2009). What divides these two social realities regards the environmental dimension in which they 
exist: if in the traditional group, most face-to-face interaction is realized through a continuous 
exchange of information through a non verbal canal of communication, in the virtual groups 
analogical communication is much less important because it is mediated through the use of an 
avatar, images and emoticon. The absence of physicality, therefore, influences the presentation of 
one's personal identity, which is manipulated creating images of itself that are not necessarily 
corresponding to reality. 

Even if virtual groups have the same components of face-to-face groups, these elements work in 
different way. The lack of a physical presence and anonymity are elements capable of influencing 
the nature of the relations between members of groups on line, depriving them of the possibility to 
transmit information through the non verbal analogical dimension of human communication. 
Research has shown infact that the material aspects of the environment in which the face to face 
group interacts, the interpersonal distance and the position of the members all play a fundamental 
role in the structuring of the dynamics that govern it (Shaw 1976). The internal relations in an on line 
group instead will be conditioned by specific elements of the virtual environment such as the 
conversational style of the members or the resemblance of values and interests expressed during 
the conversations. 

Linked to the theme of anonymity is the management of personal identity on the internet: in the 
news groups, in the chat rooms and in the MUD (Multi User Dimension) individuals build Virtual 
Identities or representations of oneself which do not totally coincide with reality or which only give a 
small trace of the real situation. So users relate to their interlocutors after manipulating their 
physical moral and characterial image, often following different codes of social conduct: "they 
present themselves as different people in a kind of consensual simulation; they amuse themselves in 
challenging, manipulating and altering, disassembling and riassembling over and over the main 
pieces of their daily dimension and the regulations and rules that govern it so as to build a collective 
and imaginary dimension totally different from the real one" (Roversi, 2004). 
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The absence of a physical appearance and anonymity typical of CMC are at the base of the 
phenomenon called deindividuation, originally studied in relation to the function of large social 
groups where the elevated number of people contributes to reduce self awareness and to stimulate 
behaviour non adherent to social standards. Anonymity and the perception of solitude felt by the 
web users during interaction through their computers produce a phsycological state which loosens 
social pressures. It can bring, in extreme cases, towards behaviour called flaming or the 
manifestation of open hostility and agressiveness towards the individuals with whom they are 
interacting. This effect, according to Lea and Spears (1992) gets stronger as the sense of affiliation 
within the group gets weaker; in this case the negative effects of deindividuation are determined by 
the tendency of a user with a strong social identity to diminish the importance attributed to the 
group and to affirm his own ego through hostile behaviour towards the other members. The 
reduction of social pressures does not always produce negative effects: in many cases it may 
stimulate individuals to open up towards others in a larger measure respect to when they 
communicate in a non anonymous condition. 

Anonymity facilitates the participation and the interaction within a group on the part of socially 
anxious individuals, too, that in virtual group context are not subject to all those situations, which in 
real contexts cause social anxiety. Green and Mckenna (2002) have shown how anxious subjects in a 
group face-to-face condition show levels of social anxiety higher than those experimented by 
anxious subjects within virtual groups. 

These evidences contribute in explaining the phenomenon of “status equalization 
effect”(Dubrowky et. al,1991) which consists in the fairer participation on the part of all members of 
virtual groups thanks to the reduction of status differences: in face-to-face groups, in fact, the 
tendency on the part of low social status subjects to participate to a smaller extent than high status 
subjects, is remarkably reduced in respect to the virtual condition. 

Cohesion and status constitute a fundamental element in the structural factors of a group: some 
research has observed that "in less rich communication modes regarding the transfering of 
information the cohesion links will develop more slowly and with major difficulty than in the FTF 
contexts. Against this research other studies show that the cohesion processes of the group in 
virtual contexts are in reality simply slower to form" (Boca, Pace & Severino, 2009). 

Anonymity and textual communication do not preclude the creation of a sense of belonging 
among the members of an on line group (Michinov, Michinove Toczek & Capelle, 2004), and neither 
the development of group standards nor adhesion to these standards by the participants are 
precluded (Bovas & Arrow, 1996; Finholt & Sproull, 1990; Lea, Spears & De Groot, 1998; Postmates, 
Spears & Lea, 1999). “The position assumed respect to the group standards is closely related to the 
identity reference of the individuals. The results available to date show that if the participants are 
involved as members of a group the on line behaviour could result more rigidly accordant to group 
standards than in non deindividuated situations” (Boca, Pace & Severino, 2009) 

So identity has a social origin just as the intelligence of an individual. The importance of the group 
on the cognitive level is given by the possibility of identifying within the social, categories in which 
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we can place ourselves and manage social relations. This way, social identity joins personal identity, 
which, in a group situation, as Zimbardo e al. (1979) sustains is supported by a sort of anonymity 
given by the spread of the personal responsibilities of ones own actions.  

 

Figure 2. Severino’s Flowchart. Graphic composed by four areas, generated by the interaction 
between private dimension (face to face) and collective dimension (social networking). 

 

“I don't know other ways where intelligence or mind can grow or be grown if not through the 
internal growth on the part of the individual through experience and behaviour through social 
processes” (Mead, 1967). 

Mead is convinced that the individual behaves on the basis of the principle for which a stimulus 
coming from the environment creates the right reaction: in particular in the case of human being, 
between a stimulus and its reaction is created a symbol, which is coordinated with one's personal 
orientation of behaviour. The “self” and the “mind”, far from being innate rather are developed in 
the effort to adapt (themselves) to (their) environment. 

The capacity to interpret gestures and behaviour is the capacity to take the role of the other. 
Without this capacity, it would be impossible to co-operate with others that characterizes every 
society. Besides this, this capacity implies that the individual considers himself also from the point of 
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view of the other: in this way, you can better evaluate the consequences of one's behaviour 
compared to another's.  

According to Mead, one of the peculiarities of human race is that of making of one’s self an object 
of representation. The different impressions that are formed from different situations in which we 
interact with others and in different context (including on-line) converge in a context which is more 
or less coherent with our “self”. In this way, individuals acquire the perspective of a community of 
attitudes, thanks to which they cooperate with different people in different environments 
empathize with them. Society is nothing but an organized interaction among individuals: it is far 
from being a casual consequence; it is rather coordinated and it needs the “mind”  since one could 
not coordinate one's actions without assuming roles and other possibilities of action. The subject is 
not only a simple consciousness blocking external influences: next to the conscious state of “I” there 
is also “Me”, which means the conception that others have of me, so it is the process of 
internalization of what others expect of me. The idea of Mead is that we are what others want us to 
be; facing other people, the subject will develop an articulate vision of “Me” that is synthesized in a 
coherent context. Only when such synthesis is successful can the “self” be created, that is the 
personal identity as a structural unit orientated towards cooperation. So understood, The “self” is 
the synthesis in a fine balance of different “Me's”(see Fig. 2). 

As recent research shows, the material elements of group settings (like the interpersonal distance 
in a group) play a very important role in the construction of internal dynamics. In the same way, 
internal relations in on-line groups are influenced by specific factors from a virtual environment, as 
for example the conversational style of group members and their similarities to values and interests 
shown during conversation (Lipoma & Severino 2008). 

Transposing Lewin formula to a virtual context we observe that a person's behaviour is the 
function of the interaction between virtual environment and individual characteristics, as indicated 
in the following formula:     

si  EV ergo  BV = f(EV, P) 

where B is the individual's behaviour in the virtual group, E is the virtual environment and P is the 
individual. 

Another relevant effect of being anonymous and lacking physical presence is the reduction of 
one's understanding of oneself that implicates a lessening of social pressures. Even if this process in 
some cases leads to a flaming effect  (that consists of an aggressive mode of expression and hostility 
towards other users in the virtual world) (Ruggieri & Pace 2009); in other cases, it can facilitate social 
interactions above all in the case of anxious individuals; Green and McKenna (2002) have observed, 
in fact, that the socially anxious subjects show higher level of anxiety in face-to-face group respects 
to what occurs in virtual group settings. 

This difference is defined as Status Equalization Effect (Ruggieri & Pace 2009) that is the condition 
of reduced status difference between virtual groups. In our research, the effect of the process of 
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reduction in the difference of status seems to be at the origin of the activation of positive behaviour 
dynamics seen in greater measure in virtual groups rather that those that are traditional.  

The use of virtual groups in learning fields represents therefore a fine opportunity for 
development in the education and formative paths in the world (Pignato & Severino 2009). In a 
virtual group, the student is protagonist of his own learning process during which he can 
communicate and interact with teachers and other students without temporal limitation in a 
hierarchical direction (teacher/student) and between equals. This particular education) mediated by 
the use of the actual means of communication allows the student to immerse in the contemporary 
society where he will learn to adjust with greater ability and responsibility.  

The following research analyses group dynamics that are involved in two different social contexts: 
university environment and virtual space are created through a virtual contact.  The creation of 
these groups IS part of a large evaluation context of tutorial assistance that Kore University Enna has 
made available to its students. 

 

2. METHOD 

Research took place in Enna (Sicily) a town of about 30.000 people which has a university with 
various faculties and degree courses. The reference universe was composed by Psychology students 
from which a sample of 320 students was extracted (equal to 64% of the psychology student 
population) from diverse geographical origins, aged 19 to 30. 

It was decided to control, within the sample extracted, the variables of genre and age (between 
19 and 30): the sample was then again divided in two groups each containing 160 individuals (paired 
by sex) who expanded their study methods for a whole academic year. 

The first experimental group underwent virtual working conditions, while the second control 
group underwent face to face interaction work conditions. 

Table 2. Research Structure 
 

Sample Experimental virtual group Face-to-face control group 

 
Students between the ages 
of 13 and 30 

160 160 

E. G. Women E. G. Men C. G. Women C. G. Men 

80 80 80 80 

 

 
The first macro-group, which is virtual, worked through a virtual platform on internet, as chat-

rooms, forum and thematic newsgroups. Even if e-mail is another communication instrument which 
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student have used, it was decided not to take into consideration as a research towel, instead use it 
for dynamic group analysis. On-line activities, as well as creating spaces for socialization had also a 
function of support for tutorial. The second macro-group, face-to-face, participated in tutorial 
activities through seminars and in small groups working in laboratories for technical-practical further 
study. 

Object of the research was the mechanisms of socialization and internal dynamics of both groups. 
Two questionnaires differentiated on the basis of the chosen groups were utilised both virtually and 
face-to-face. Both instruments were than further subdivided in two parts. 

The questionnaire relative to the face-to-face group (Tab. 3) includes an introductory section  
dedicated to listing background  data, such as gender, age and sex; the second part, consists of the 
Bales table (1950) - using in this case in a self-evaluation form and based on a system of 
categorization which allows the analytic and sequential listing of behaviour registered in real time by 
members of the group - and by a self report instrument in which one is asked to express the degree 
of agreement or disagreement (in a scale of 1 to 5: 1 completely disagree;  5 completely agree) 
aiming at  declarations that describe the phenomena in the group, dynamics objects of attention 
(defence mechanism, episodes, phenomena). 

Many authors (Trujillo, 1986; Butler e Cureton, 1973; Allen et. al., 1989) claim that IPA is a reliable 
and valid instrument: it is based on well-defined concepts through which is possible to observe every 
kind of face-to-face group.  Bales never tried to verify the factorial structure of IPA. Butler e Cureton 
(1973) Allen et al. (1989) tried to verify the factorial structure but they partially confirmed it. 

Table3. Bales' Grid  (Interaction Process Analysis – IPA -, 1950) 

 
Analysis areas Observation categories Behavioural indications 

Socio-emotional Area: positive 1. Offers solidarity 
2. Reduces tension 
3. In agreement 

1. Shows respect, gives help and support, gives 
praise 
2. Jokes, laughs, is relaxed and content 
3. Nods, approves, accepts, follows through 

Area of examination: neutral 4. Gives suggestions 
5. Expresses opinions 
6. Gives information 
7. Asks information 
8. Asks opinion 
9. Asks suggestions 

4. Gives ideas, indicates solutions 
5. Evaluates, judges, analyses, interprets, 
expresses desire and feelings 
6. Inform oneself, repeats, confirms, clears up, 
shows 
7. Asks for information, explanations, 
confirmations 
8. Asks for evaluations and judgements, 
questions, feelings and states of being 
9. Asks for specific directions 

Socio-emotive Area: negative 10. In disagreement 
11. Shows tension 
12. Becomes antagonist 

10. Refuses help, non participation doubts, 
gives up, too formal 
11. Asks for help, increasing tension, non 
participation 
12. Debates, discouraged, depressed and 
humiliated 
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The questionnaire relative to the on-line group includes besides the section regarding computer 
use, frequency of connections to Internet and typologies of computer services use. The second part, 
also in this case, illustrated by the Bales table (1950) used in a self- correction form, has been 
adapted as computer language for web users (Tab. 4); besides, self-report section dealing with group 
phenomenology  is present. 

   
Table 4. Bales's Grid (Interaction Process Analysis – IPA -, 1950), adapted for web language users 

 

Analysis areas Observation categories Behavioural indications 

Socio-emotional Area: positive 1. Offers solidarity 
2. Reduces tension 
3. In agreement 

1. Shows respect, gives help and support,  
praise through textual language, funny faces, 
appropriate images 
2. Jokes, uses funny faces and images that 
express a positive attitude (encouraging smiles) 
3. Nods, approves, accepts through textual and 
funny face images 

Area of examination: neutral 4. Gives suggestions 
5. Expresses opinions 
6. Gives information 
7. Asks information 
8. Asks opinion 
9. Asks suggestions 

4. Gives ideas, indicates solutions through 
textual “quotation language” 
5. Evaluates, judges, analyses, interprets, 
expresses desire and feelings through textual, 
image, funny faces and “quotation language” 
6. Informs, repeats, confirms, clartifies, 
illustrates through post, new topic and a link 
insertion. 
7. Asks for information, explanations, confirms 
through, post or new topic, openess to new 
topics. 
8. Asks for evaluations and judgements, 
questions, sentiment and states of the mind 
through post or openess to new topics 
9. Asks  directions through post or new topics 

Socio-emotive Area: negative 10. In disagreement 
11. Shows tension 
12. Becomes antagonist 

10. Refuses help, is absent, doubts, gives up or 
reveals formalistic analysis through textual 
language and use of emotion 
11. Asks for help, uses funny faces that 
expresses negative attitudes, is absent 
12. Argues, is discourages, is depressed and 
humiliated through textual language, the use of 
emotion and images 

                           
  

The SPSS Statistical Software Package for Social Sciences has been used to make quantitative 
analysis of data, applying analysis of the scores obtained from the questionnaires. 

This one-way analysis has been applied to scores from the Bales' table while the two-way analysis 
has allowed us to show the difference between dynamics revealed in the two groups 
(experimental/on-line and check/face-to-face). 
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3. RESULTS 
 

A one-way analysis (Tab. 4) applied to the data has shown the existence of significant statistical 
differences between the on-line and face-to-face group dynamics. The items referring to these three 
Bales IPA areas were grouped in different index; the application of ANOVA in these new variables 
has produced interesting results: behaviour regarding the positive social-emotional area were 
indicated in a greater measure in virtual group members; this result is a positive effect of the 
reduction of the status of virtual group members who are involved in internal behavioural dynamics. 
These results are coherent with the tendency by face-to-face groups to show behaviour included a 
negative social-emotive context. The results of behaviour in the Task Area (Neutral) show that in two 
or three cases the components of the virtual group are more involved than members of the face-to-
face group. This area includes functional behaviour aimed at the comprehension of the situation and 
resolution of the problems. 

Table 4. Variability Analysis 

IPA Bales        Virtual Group   Face-to-face group 
 

Socio-emotive area:               Mean                    SD                  Mean  S  F 
positive.     
Reduces Tension             3.93                     .87  3.54            1.02           5.20* 
In agreement                               3.93                     .87  2.88                 1.17                31.49*** 
Offer solidarity                            3.60                     .88                         2.85                  .94                 20.76***    
    
Area of examination:               Mean                    SD                           Mean  SD  F 
Expresses opinions               3.93  .87      3.59  .91              4.49* 
Asks suggestions  4.00  .81      4.40  .58        10.11*** 
Gives information  4.01  .93                    3.03                 1.15           26.64***   
 

Socio-emotive Area:                 Mean                    SD                           Mean  SD  F 
negative   
Show tension                             2.32           .97   3.55             1.02        45.91***  
Develops antagonism                  2.24          1.09   2.83             1.18             8.18**       
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Figure 3. Histogram IPA Bales 

 

 

Group phenomenology         Virtual Group          Face-to-face group 
self-report      
 

Defence mechanism:                Mean                    SD                           Mean             SD  F              
State of being-couple                3.55                     .92      3.03             1.04         8.60** 
Negate love emotion                 2.83                     1.00      3.62              1.06                17.61***    
    
Episodes:                                     Mean                    SD                           Mean             SD  F 
Condensation                            2.95             1.21      4.11           .89                  36.17*** 
Fixed leadership              3.27             1.00      4.09           .83        28.18*** 
 

Phenomena:                                Mean                  SD                           Mean              SD                        F              
Language socialization               3.18             1.19      2.70           1.25        4.60* 
Develops antagonism                 2.98             1.28                     2.04           1.00          19.99***       
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Figure4. Histogram Group Phenomenology – Self-Report 

 
The interviewed subjects showed the activation of defense mechanisms, episodes and 

phenomena in both groups; the three elements are indicators of development of group dynamics. 
These results confirm early research conducted on newsgroups (Ambrosini, Bernardi & Bernini 
2000). 

The differences regard mechanisms of defense from “coupling up”  (p<01) “escape from love” 
(p<001), episodes of “condensation” (p<001) and “permanent leadership” (p<001) and two group 
phenomena of “language socialization” (p<05) and “tolerance of differences” (p<001) (Table 4). In 
particular, defense mechanism have been seen in both groups (coupling in virtual groups avoiding 
love relationships in face-to-face groups); the episodes (condensation and permanent leadership) 
seem to regard above all groups in traditional interaction; the absence of language socialization 
regards the virtual group, while it is significantly present tolerance for differences (Figure 3, 4). 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS And RECOMMENDATIONS 

Today every aspect of human life is intrinsically linked to the new possibilities which ICT offers. 
Communication which can take place regardless of physical or temporal distances and the building 
of a body of knowledge based on endless communication possibilities are just some of the 
fundamental aspects of the continuous dynamics of change in society. Training and educational 
processes also change at great speed through the use of new technology. McLuhan was the first, 
more than forty years ago, (indeed, drawing much from Vygotskij's opinions) to underline the 
influence that the new technologies would have had not only on the way of communicating but also 
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on the development of the human mind and on collective culture which is the product of the new 
ways of interacting between individuals. 

Virtual experience allow us to reach certain dimensions of thought of training and of learning that 
were unthinkable just a few decades ago; the diffusion of fast connections furthermore, has 
determined the passage from the conception of the WEB as a static container of information from 
which to draw towards a reality in continuous transformation where knowledge adds to knowledge 
and is transformed thanks to the flow of the context in which this knowledge is produced. A person's 
knowledge is not only in his mind in a solo form, it is in the notes which he takes and refers to, in the 
underlined books that he has in his bookshelves, in the manuals he has learned to consult, in the 
information he has stored on his computer, knowledge is also a part of his friends whom he may 
contact for reference and information and so on, the list is almost endless [...] If we overlook the 
situational nature of knowledge and of understanding then we have lost sight not only of the 
cultural nature of knowledge but also of the cultural nature of the process of acquisition of 
knowledge ”(Bruner, 1992, pp. 104-105). 

This study was undertaken with the intention to observe that, despite all the computer is just a 
tool which helps us to write and to keep our accounts in order but on another level the computer 
allows us to navigate on virtual oceans giving us the possibility to discuss and exchange ideas and 
opinions with people that we may never meet; living  a sort of life on the screen (Severino & Lipoma, 
p. 144).   

It appears that the importance of communicating and acting between groups, even for brief 
periods of time, there are people who do not have the opportunity, for various practical reasons, to 
meet each other. The results show that participants in virtual groups, such as their colleagues in the 
real world, feel part of a social group. 

In communication, these subjects can use more communication canals; they observe the non 
verbal reactions of other group members and show the true feelings both positive and negative. 

Contrary to this, in what could be defined as antithesis, the construction of a virtual relational 
space amplifies other social dynamics in dimension that remain still “under ground” in overt 
communication: with the new cognitive technologies we are becoming aware of the opening of new 
spaces and mental functions of the greater sensitivity to possessed cognitive functions and the 
further growth in the area of consciousness. 

Besides this, the result of a similar dynamic relation between mind and media is a multiplication 
of synergy when it occurs in cooperation and through the dialogue. This possibility constitutes a 
point of fundamental departure for those people who utilize or invent software instruments such as 
group ware for reasons related to work (net-working, to career preparation, courses of distance 
learning) or use of free time. 

In fact, it is easy to understand the importance of micro-culture analysis which is at the basis of 
every virtual group so that behaviour can be interpreted by its own members finding new and 
original ways to transfer the non verbal communication components to a verbal reality. 
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The role of career preparation through the computer network becomes even more relevant not 
only because it transmits knowledge and diverse data which is coherent with a evolution context but 
also because it can contradict the very existence of a particular context making us reflect about the 
elements that can enable us to communicate more easily. 

Internet connects people in new spaces that can change our thinking and our way of 
understanding human relationships, creating a community (Turkle, 1995) and also our way of getting 
information and acquiring learning: between real life and cyberspace “the choice of the window to 
look through depends on the objectives we wish to follow and who we want to be.      
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